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Kinematics of a two-dimensional granular Couette experiment at the transition to shearing
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We describe experiments on a two-dimensional granular Couette system consisting of photoelastic disks
undergoing slow shearing. The disks rest on a smooth surface and are confined between an inner wheel and an
outer ring. Only shearing from the inner wheel is considered here. We obtain velocity, particle rotation rate
~spin!, and density distributions for the system by tracking positions and orientations of individual particles. At
a characteristic packing fraction,gc.0.77, the wheel just engages the particles. In a narrow range ofg,
0.77<g<0.80 the system changes from just able to shear to densely packed. The transition atgc has a number
of hallmarks of a critical transition, including critical slowing down, and an order parameter. For instance, the
mean stress grows from 0 asg increases abovegc , and hence plays the role of an order parameter. Also, the
mean particle velocity vanishes at the transition point, implying slowing down atgc . Above gc , the mean
azimuthal velocity decreases roughly exponentially with distance from the inner shearing wheel, and the local
packing fraction shows roughly comparable exponential decay from a highly dilated region next to the wheel
to a denser but frozen packing further away. Approximate but not perfect shear rate invariance occurs; varia-
tions from perfect rate invariance appear to be related to small long-time rearrangements of the disks. The
characteristic width of the induced ‘‘shear band’’ near the wheel varies most rapidly with distance from the
wheel forg.gc , and is relatively insensitive to the packing fraction for the largerg ’s studied here. The mean
particle spin oscillates near the wheel, and falls rapidly to zero away from the shearing surface. The distribu-
tions for the tangential velocity and particle spins are wide and show a complex shape, particularly for the disk
layer nearest to the shearing surface. The two-variable distribution function for tangential velocity and spin
reveals a separation of the kinematics into a slipping state and a nonslipping state consisting of a combination
of rolling and translation.@S1063-651X~99!06001-8#

PACS number~s!: 81.05.Rm, 45.05.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pioneering work of Reynolds in 1885@1# and the
more elaborate investigations by Bagnold@2# were among
the first experiments to closely address the problem of gra
lar shearing. Recently, granular flows in which shear
plays a key role have regained much interest in the phy
community. Examples of these flows include pipe and ch
flow @4,5#, avalanches@6,7#, compression@8#, and to some
extent, convection@3#. In addition, there are interesting con
nections between granular flows and crack formation
earthquakes@9#. For a recent overview on the general phys
of granular media see Jaeger, Nagel and Behringer@10#, Be-
hringer and Jenkins@11#, and Luding and Herrmann@12#.

Here, we study both the mean and statistical kinetic pr
erties of slow shear flow in a two-dimensional~2D! Couette
cell filled with photoelastic polymer disks. Using partic
tracking techniques, we measure the spin, defined be
transport velocities, and the associated density variat
during steady-state shearing. Because the particles are
toelastic, it is also possible to deduce information on
stress state of the system, a topic that we will consider e
where@13#.

*Present address: Center for Chaos and Turbulence Studies,
Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø, D
mark.
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In the traditional picture of shearing for a dense granu
material, grains are assumed to be relatively hard. If shea
applied to a sample subject by a normal load, the sys
responds elastically~if the individual grains are not infinitely
stiff! up to the yield point. At the yield point, the syste
dilates enough to allow shear displacement, resulting
grains slipping over each other. This picture is referred to
Reynolds dilatancy. The dilation often occurs in narrow sp
tial regions known as shear bands. After the initial dilation
is generally assumed that the system can attain a steady
under continued shearing without significant temporal va
tion @14#.

In the present experiments, we consider the evolution
the system both during the initial dilation process and
extended times thereafter. The initial stage in this proces
the dilation of the material near the shearing wheel. We fi
that after the formation of this dilated region, the syste
approaches an approximately statistically stationary state
that fluctuations can be large. Also, there are indications
some changes in the system continue to occur even over
long times.

Previous experiments on granular shearing have prima
focused on the mean properties of the system. Typical
amples include triaxial tests where localized shear bands
formed upon failure of the material@15,16#, or shearing in
annular cells where shear bands are formed by imposin
moving boundary for unlimited shearing@17–19#. ~See also
Savage@20# and references therein.! Other experiments have
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explored the kinematics of shear zones for fast collisio
flows; for example, flow in inclined or vertical chutes an
pipes@4,5,7,21#. There have been a number of studies of
systems, and of these, the most closely related work to
is that of Buggisch@22#, who investigated mixing mecha
nisms due to shearing in a 2D annular cell roughly similar
the one described in this paper.

There are also numerical studies involving shearing; th
typically center on the stress characteristics of the mate
@23,24#. However, Scho¨llmann, Luding and Herrmann@25#
have recently performed molecular- dynamics~MD! simula-
tions to investigate the kinematic and force properties o
model system that was structured to be as parallel as pos
to the physical system discussed here. A comparison
tween this model and the present experiment will be p
sented elsewhere@26#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The apparatus, as sketched in Fig. 1, consists of an in
shearing wheel~A! of diameterD520.32 cm and an oute
shearing ring~B! of inner diameter 50.8 cm confined b
planetary gears (C). Flat, 6-mm-thick disks~region D) are
confined between the ring, the wheel, and two smooth h
zontal Plexiglas sheets. The separation between the Plex
sheets is 2 mm greater than the thickness of the disks, so
there will be no vertical compression of the disks while s
allowing little movement out of the plane. The side of t
wheel and the inner surface of the ring are coated with p
tic ‘‘teeth’’ spaced 0.7 cm apart and 0.2 cm deep (E). Both
the wheel and the outer ring can be used to shear, altho
here we focus on shearing with the inner wheel. The surfa
of the Plexiglas sheets are covered with a fine powder~bak-
ing powder! that serves as a nonliquid lubricant. There is s
some remaining friction between the disks and sheet, but
friction force is typically at least an order of magnitud
smaller than the force in a stress chain@13#. The disks are
made of a transparent photoelastic polymer, nomi
Young’s modulus,Y54.8 MPa, and these disks are soft
than the Plexiglas shearing wheel and ring~nominal Young’s
modulusY;3 GPa). Forces in the experiment are not s
ficient to cause any appreciable deformation of the disks
of the plane. Each disk has a small dark bar on top wh
allows us to track the individual disks using convention
video. Frame-grabbed images are analyzed to find each
and its orientation. Using computer analysis, we follow t
trajectories of particles from frame to frame, determini
kinematic quantities for each disk, specifically, the azimut

FIG. 1. Left: schematic top view of the experimental setu
Right: schematic drawing of the disks close to the inner shea
wheel.
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velocity Vu , the radial velocityVr and the spinS. Here,S
corresponds to the angular rotation of a disk in a frame t
moves with the disk center of mass and has a fixed orie
tion relative to a lab coordinate system. The subscriptsr and
u refer to a polar coordinate system with the origin at t
center of the inner shearing wheel. Throughout this work,
subtract the wheel radius fromr, so thatr 50 corresponds to
the location of the wheel edge. ByVu , we mean the azi-

muthal angular velocity,u̇ of the center of a grain. The mos
interesting quantities areVu and S as functions ofr; it is
these quantities that we present below.Vr is typically much
smaller thanVu because the grains are largely confined in
radial direction, and we do not considerVr here.

In these experiments, a bimodal distribution of disks w
used, with roughly 400 larger disks of diameter 0.9 cm, a
roughly 2500 smaller disks of diameter 0.74 cm. An inh
mogeneous distribution is useful, since it limits the formati
of hexagonally ordered regions over large scales. One c
cern was that the disks would segregate by size. Howe
we did not observe any tendency for this to happen over
course of a typical experiment. We use the diameterd of the
smaller disks as a characteristic length scale.

The packing fractiong ~fractional area occupied by disk
versus total area! was varied over the range 0.77<g<0.80.
As we variedg, we maintained the ratio of small to larg
disks roughly constant. We also varied the rotation periodt
of the inner wheel over the range 102 s<t<23103 s. This
period defines a shear rate,V52p/t.

After placing the disks in the experiment, but before b
ginning to take data, we typically ran the inner wheel f
;60 min. This corresponded to about 20 rotations of
inner wheel and was necessary, because as a conseque
shearing the local packing fractiong became nonuniform
radially, i.e., a shear band formed, as shown in Fig. 2. Mu
of the evolution of the resulting shear band occurred in l
than a wheel revolution and after;5 rotations the mean
density distributions were usually well established. Howev
some evolution of the density was observed on rare oc
sions after much longer times.

The transient time for the formation of the shear band a
depended ong. In fact, there are actually two slow times
one associated with the transition between shearing and
shearing at a criticalgc , discussed below, and the other a
sociated with long-time rearrangements of a dense pac
of grains, and therefore to the parking problem@27,28#.

To obtain distributions forVu andS, we observed a region
of the apparatus that covered roughly 1/4 to 1/5 of the a
muthal span, and all of the radial range. Typically, we o
served for times long enough to accumulate.105 velocity
and spin samples over the complete azimuthal and ra
span. Typically, this corresponded to;5 rotations of the
shearing wheel. Spatial information on all quantities was
termined by binning radially~with a bin width;d); all the
data within a radial bin were placed together without reg
to the azimuthal coordinate.

It is also important to determine the local packing fra
tion. We measured this quantity by using the fact that ‘‘bla
light,’’ i.e., fluorescent light with a largely blue color, wa
strongly attenuated by the polymer disks. Specifically,
local transmission was determined by the open space.

.
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PRE 59 741KINEMATICS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRANULAR . . .
calibrated this transmission by measurements through v
ous packings of predeterminedg. We estimate that error
associated with these measurements are roughly 1%–
We resolve relative changes in packing fraction exac
since we remove or add exactly known numbers of disks

To the extent that the shearing rateV is small compared
to relaxation rates for the system, we would expect rate
variance. In the results presented below, we use normal
units Vu /V for velocity. Then, rate invariance is manifest
data for differentV, but otherwise similar conditions, ar
indistinguishable. In the same spirit, we normalizeS by
VD/d, which is the gear-ratio factor for rolling of the disk
on the shear wheel.

III. RESULTS

A. Packing fraction profiles

We consider now the density or packing fraction profi
the kinematic distributions, and their means. We begin w
the local packing fraction profiles and their time evolutio
Figure 2 shows typical results for the local packing fracti
as a function of the distance to the shearing wheel. The
files clearly indicate a dilated region close to the inner whe
To obtain a characteristic measure of the width of the dila
region we fit the data forr /d,14 to the form r5A
2B exp (2Cr/d), whereA, B, andC are fit coefficients. Re-
sults are shown for the initial state, after 10 rotations a
after 220 rotations.

The process of dilation begins with the motion of dis
adjacent to the shearing wheel, where yield/failure beg
As time evolves, the density in the vicinity of the failur
region decreases, leading to azimuthal flow further from
shearing wheel, and the evolution of a shear band. The a

FIG. 2. Results for the local packing fraction after 10 and 2
rotations. The dashed line is the initial configuration. In this ca
g50.788. Solid curves show least squares fits to the formr5A
2B exp (2Cr/d). Since we are only looking at a quarter of the to
cell the area under each curve need not be the same. Most o
relaxation has occurred after 10 rotations; the coefficientC is es-
sentially the same for 10 and 220 rotations. Notably, however, s
variation in the packing structure at larger ~filling the gap in den-
sity nearr 518) occurred even after very long times—between
and 40 rotations—corresponding to a displacement of the shea
wheel by;2200 to;4400 disk diameters.
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through which the inner wheel must rotate, or more usefu
the number of disk diameters traversed, is surprisingly lar
Several wheel rotations are necessary to reasonably appr
the steady-state profile,~with more than 102d per wheel ro-
tation!. Thus, in many settings where shear bands evolve,
result may actually be a transient rather than the steady s
The nature and length of this transient is interesting, sinc
relates to failure in other granular flows and possibly to si
ations such as earthquake fault zones.

Clearly the effect of continued shearing for more than
rotations is small. For the most part, the structure far fr
the shearing wheel remains largely frozen. However, th
can be changes in the packing at larger /d that impact other
features of the flow. For instance, in Fig. 2, there is clearly
observable rearrangement atr /d.17, a region where the
mean velocity is too small to measure easily. The impact
the rest of the profile is also observable, although sim
quantitative characterizations, such as the widths,C21, are
virtually indistinguishable within experimental error for 1
and 220 rotations (3.2d and 2.7d, respectivly!. The possibil-
ity of changes like those nearr /d.17 imply the existence of
very long time scales in the system, similar to those that
observed in compaction@27,28,30#. These very long times
appear to play a role in moderate but clearly observa
variations in the velocity profiles over very long expe
ments.

We now sketch the qualitative properties of this system
we increaseg. Below gc , the sample is quiescent all th
time. Thus at very low packing fractions, we expect that
motion will occur after initial transients~assuming, for ex-
ample, a uniform initial packing!. In particular, the disks are
easily pushed away from the wheel, where after some r
ranging, they remain without further contact. Just abov
critical packing fractiongc the system is just strong enoug
to allow shearing indefinitely. The displacement of particl
and/or the formation of stress chains, occur at isolated
temporally fluctuating angular locations. Forg well above
gc stresses are large, and chains appear in many pl
throughout the system. The displacement of particles occ
at many different angular positions simultaneously.

One of the key aspects of the present experiments is
exploration of packing fractions neargc . For g,gc , disks
are pushed away from the shearing wheel, and after t
sients, the systems remains at rest indefinitely. Just ab
gc , disks at a given position are sheared only intermitten
but oncegc has been crossed, the disks will always be un
shear somewhere in the system. Forg well abovegc , the
system is in the densely packed regime that is typical
usual gravitationally compacted 3D systems.

The range ofg studied was chosen so that at the lowe
g.gc , the disks were only rarely in contact with the shea
ing wheel, and at highg the system was densely packe
with the innermost disks constantly in contact with the she
ing wheel. Notably, only a small variation ing, less than
4%, was sufficient to traverse this regime.

The transition atgc is related to Reynolds dilatancy
However, in the usual picture of Reynolds dilatancy, the s
tem is under normal load, and significant shear stresses
needed to deform the system. At the yield point, the sys
then tends to dilate at the mechanically weakest point. In
present experiments, the system as a whole is actually q
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742 PRE 59C. T. VEJE, DANIEL W. HOWELL, AND R. P. BEHRINGER
soft, easily sheared, and highly compressible. In order
distinguish the present case from the conventional pict
we will refer to the transition atgc as the softening~or
strengthening! transition~ST!.

In an ordinary 3D granular material, the correspondinggc

is not generally accessible, because gravity compacts the
terial. This compaction occurs readily neargc , because the
material is so highly compressible. Since there are no gr
tational effects in this experiment, we can adjust the m
packing fraction, and hence use it as the control parame
rather than the normal load.

There is one final aspect of these experiments that fa
tates the observations of the ST, namely, the relative soft
of the disks. To understand why this is important, we en
sion what would happen if we were to make the disks
creasingly stiffer. We would expect to find that properti
such as the mean stress would increase faster forg increas-
ing abovegc , for increasingly stiffer disks. The rapid in
crease in mean stress abovegc for stiff disks would make
observations of the near-gc properties harder.

The precise experimental determination ofgc is difficult
because neargc , forces are weak, and changes occur int
mittently over long times. The reason for this slow evoluti
is obvious on reflection. Although slow relaxation is o
served for compaction@27,28#, the phenomena here relate
the critical nature of the transition, rather than to the di
culty of rearranging the packing. Specifically, the packing
this case is highly compressible, as opposed to the long-
limit of the compaction case.

It is interesting, and perhaps not surprising, thatgc is very
close to the packing fraction for a square lattice,gs5p/4
.0.785. By contrast, a hexagonally ordered packing of di
occurs forgh5p/(2•31/2)50.907. Our system becomes st
well below this packing fraction at a value comparable
those found for a random close packing of disks (g rcp
'0.82) @29#. There are analogous packing fractions for 3
systems. However, as noted above, in typical earth-bo
experiments, gravity invariably leads to systems that h
higher values ofg than the corresponding critical value, an
it is very difficult to approach this transition.

B. Distributions for Vu and S

We turn next to the velocity and spin distributions forg
>gc . The azimuthal velocities,Vu /V, and particle spin,
S/(VD/d), are particularly interesting. Distributions fo
Vu /V andS/(VD/d) close to the shearing wheel are show
in Fig. 3 and their mean values versusr /d in Fig. 4 for
different values oft52pV21. All distributions have been
normalized to unity, and the packing fraction,g50.788, is in
the midrange of the values studied here.

The mean ofVu /V as a function ofr /d, Fig. 4, shows a
roughly exponential profile corresponding to a shear z
with a width of a fewd. By r /d57, the data have reache
the noise level. This is consistent with previous observati
for quasistatic flow@7,22#. Although the profile is nearly
exponential in distance from the wheel, there is also the s
gestion of some downward curvature whenVu /V is viewed
semilogarithmically. The solid curve in Fig. 4 shows a fit
ln(Vu /V) to 2A2B(r /d)2C(r /d)2 in the range 0,r /d
,6. The fit coefficients areA50.50360.148,B50.417
to
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60.096, andC50.10560.013. The quoted errors reflect th
statistical uncertainty. The second-order correction is re
tively weak, and becomes comparable to the leading te
only for r /d5.6. The characteristic decay length in th
case,B2152.4d, is somewhat smaller than the correspon
ing decay length for the density profiles. Presumably,
reason for the more rapid decay forVu than forg is the rapid
drop in disk mobility with increasingg. The approximately
exponential form forVu /V is interesting, since it suggest
the possibility that disks past the first few layers may ev
tually move, but only after exponentially long-time scales

The mean profiles forS/(VD/d) are also interesting. The
disks nearest to the inner wheel rotate backwards
average—i.e., in the direction opposite to the wheel rotati
However, the next layer rotates in same direction as
wheel on average. These oscillations in the mean spin d
very quickly with distance from the wheel. In order to dete
mine how fast the spin decays to zero, we fit the spin pro
to S/(VD/d)5A exp@2B(r/d)# cos (pr/d1f). Here, the key
fit coefficients areA50.76060.116, B51.6760.19, and
f50.79060.080. Here, the errors represent the statisti
uncertainty. Again the second-order correction is very sm
The characteristic length in this case is just above 0.d,
which is even faster than the velocity decay. This is like
related to the fact that the spin of the disks in a given laye
driven in one direction by neighboring disks in the nex
closest layer to the wheel, while at the same time impeded

FIG. 3. Normalized azimuthal velocity and spin distributio
close to the inner wheel for different rotation times, forg50.788.
Data are taken from radii 0,r /d,1. The symbols refers to differ-
ent values of the rotation timet in seconds. If there were perfec
rate invariance, these distributions would collapse perfectly.
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PRE 59 743KINEMATICS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRANULAR . . .
the neighboring disks that lie one layer further from t
wheel.

An inspection of Fig. 4 shows that the data for different
for the means of bothVu /V andS/(VD/d) do not fall ex-
actly on top of each other. For a givenV, the data are
smooth inr, so that the variability in scaled velocity is no
simply experimental uncertainty in determiningVu .

This suggests a breakdown of the rate invariance and
quasistatic limit. However, the reasons for the noncollaps
the data are more subtle. Specifically, there is no clear tr
in the data for either of these quantities with increasingV.
Although the widths of the distributions, are large, t
smooth variation of the mean velocity withr again suggests
that this alone cannot account for the departures from s
ing. At this point, we believe that departure from rate ind
pendence in the mean profiles is related to relatively sm
fluctuations in the packing profiles over long times—i.e.,
ter the wheel has moved many disk diameters. Thus,
might expect that if data were obtained over observat
times much longer than what we have used, rate indep
dence might well be seen, although the widths of the dis
butions would be little changed. Put differently, our resu
suggest that there are long time scales over which sm
packing adjustments can occur, and that these adjustm
affect the kinematic properties of the system. We expec
pursue even longer time scales in future experiments.

FIG. 4. Mean azimuthal velocity and mean spin for differe
rotation rates atg50.788. The symbols refer to different values
the rotation timet in seconds. Two sets of data att52022 sec
show that deviations between the different rates are comparab
reproducibility from run to run at the same rate. The solid lin
correspond to the fits described in the text.
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The distributionsP(Vu /V) and P„S/(VD/d)… for mod-
erateg reveal additional interesting features.P(Vu /V) for
the innermost layer, Fig. 3, shows that there is some mo
in the negative direction, i.e., forVu /V,0 and in the posi-
tive direction for Vu /V.1. These types of motion occu
because disks slip backwards or forwards as a chain f
There is a large peak atVu /V50 that corresponds to disk
that remain at rest. The next-largest feature is atVu /V
.0.5, corresponding to disks that move at approximately
the wheel speed, and there also appears to be some stru
at Vu /V.1.0. These various features lead to a complex d
tribution for Vu /V reflecting a combination of slip and non
slip events, as discussed below. However, for practical p
poses, a fit of the distributionP(Vu /V) to three Gaussians
centered at 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 leads to a good quantita
characterization of the data shown in Fig. 3.

The distribution forS/(VD/d) near the shearing whee
shows qualitatively similar structure except that it occurs
negativeS, corresponding to the backward spin seen in
mean profile. In addition, there are only two peaks for t
spin distribution. However, a fit to two Gaussians for t
spin is not quite as good as either a two- or three-Gaussia
to theVu distribution.

A key understanding of the structure of the one-varia
distributions forVu andS comes from Fig. 5, which show
two examples, for two different packing fractions, of th
two-variable distribution P„Vu /V,S/(VD/d)… for grains
within one particle diameter of the wheel. Her
P„Vu /V,S/(VD/d)… is coded in gray scale~dark is high
probability density.! Figure 5 shows that there are two di

t

to

FIG. 5. Gray scale representation of the 2D probability dens
for Vu /V and S/(VD/d) for 0,r /d,1. Data are shown for two
indicated values ofg.
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744 PRE 59C. T. VEJE, DANIEL W. HOWELL, AND R. P. BEHRINGER
tinct features corresponding to two qualitatively differe
processes. Which of these processes is most impo
changes with increasingg. One of these features, center
around~0,0!, corresponds to a state where disks are ess
tially at rest, without either translation or spin. The other
clustered around a lineVu /V511S/(VD/d) that corre-
sponds to nonslip motion of grains relative to the wheel, w
much of the weight near (0.5,20.5). By no slip, we mean
that particles execute a combination of backwards roll
and translation such that the wheel surface and the disk
faces remain in continued contact. The peak atVu /V50 is
strong for lowerg, but it has almost vanished atg50.801,
and the data fall around the no slip line. Thus the transitio
gc can also be thought of as one in which slip at the shea
surface is replaced by nonslip in a continuous way.

In Fig. 6 we show quantitative data for the distributio
for variousg ’s. With increasingg, the peaks inP(Vu /V)
andP„S/(VD/d)… near zero weaken, and the correspond
regions with negative spin and nonzeroVu grow. A surpris-
ing feature is that the part of the distribution satisfying no
slip does not extend to velocities much lower thanVu /V
.0.5. This may be related to specific properties of this s
tem, such as frictional or geometric properties. We will p
sue this point in future experiments.

The distributions narrow rapidly with distance away fro
the wheel, and approach an instrumentally sharp distribu
centered aroundVu50. In the large-r regime, past the firs
seven layers, the distribution width reflects primarily expe
mental errors from finite pixel size, tape registry errors, e
In this nearly stationary regime, rolling of the disks is im

FIG. 6. Azimuthal velocity and spin distributions close to t
inner wheel. Data are taken from radii 0,r /d,1. Different lines
are for different packing fractionsg, as noted.
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possible, andS is no longer an important variable. Howeve
there may well be some fast-slipping events that are bey
the resolution of the imaging equipment used here.

From the above discussion, it is clear that changing
packing fraction must change not only the distributions, b
also the mean properties. In Fig. 7 we show quantitative d
for the profiles for several values ofg. We average data fo
different values ofV to obtain statistics from almost 106 data
points. TheVu /V profiles show a roughly exponential deca
with a comparable characteristic length for allg. The ampli-
tude of the exponential term grows steadily from zero asg
increases abovegc . The profile forS/(VD/d) also evolves
in qualitatively the same manner withg. This evolution of
the spin and velocity profiles withg is, of course, tied inti-
mately to the density profiles, Fig. 8.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, this work is an exploration of the kinema
statistical properties for slow 2D granular shear flow. W
have focused on the transition to shearing that first occurs
packing fractions greater than a critical value,gc.0.77. This
transition has some features reminiscent of a second-o
thermodynamic phase transition, including the existence
an order parameter, critical slowing down, and large co
pressibility.

With increasingg, the following qualitative behavior oc
curs. Belowgc , the disks can remain indefinitely at rest. Ju
abovegc , the disks move very slowly, so that necessari
the system shows critical slowing down asg→gc from
above. This slow behavior is qualitatively different from th

FIG. 7. Mean azimuthal velocity and mean spin. Different sy
bols are for differentg.
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slow time that appears in densely packed systems wher
arrangement of the grains becomes increasingly more d
cult with time. Of course, rearrangements of this type a
occur particularly at dense packings, and influence the st
tical and mean properties of the flow on relatively long tim
scales.

The density, and azimuthal velocity obey roughly exp

FIG. 8. Steady-state density profiles for different values ofg.
Solid lines are exponential fits~see text!. Inset: The exponentia
width of the steady-state profiles vs the overall packing fraction
da

.

re-
fi-
o
is-

-

nential profiles with distance from the wheel, and these p
files grow asg rises abovegc . The spin profiles show inter
esting oscillations and disks next to the wheel have a h
probability of rotating backwards. This feature is particula
clear in the bimodal distributions forS andVu ; these show
that the transition neargc is characterized by a change fro
complete slipping to increasingly nonslip dynamics. The l
ter behavior is qualitatively similar to the usual nonslip co
dition for conventional fluids, except that here the rollin
component must also be considered. These distributions
show forward and backward slipping events at velocities l
than 0, and greater than the wheel velocity.

There are a number of other interesting aspects of
system that we will describe elsewhere@13#. These include
the force distributions, and other measures associated
dynamical properties.
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